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The conducting sphere is embedded in a se mi-infinite d issipative m edium and is excited 
by a surface wave o r by verti cal electric and hori zonta l magnetic dipoles from the lossless 
h a lf-space. The sphere ::le ts as a combination of hori zontal magnetic and electric dipoles . 
Its dipole mom ent depends on t he \\'ave in cident from t he interface of the t wo media a lld on 
t h e multiple ref1 ections lJl't ,,'ec n t he sphe re a nd t he interface. The t ransien t reflections a re 
calcula ted a ftpr pstabli shin g t he overall ha rm onic response of the system. 

1. Introduction 
A two-region problem of n conducting sphere in ftn 

infini te dissipative medium has been considered by 
' Vait [1951 , ]953, 1960n] rot' an excitaLion by n time
varying magnetic field, b~- a coil , which cll rries nn 
oscillating cu rre]1 t, Or by dipoles. ] n this note the 
above proble111 is extended to a conducting sphere 
embedded in fl s e111 i-infinite dissipa bve med i um. 

Related topi cs, applicable to the solu tion or the 
overall problem , have been discussed in literature. 
Fields of dipoles above and in lossy media, [Som
merfeld, 1949 ; Stl'llt,ton , 194J ; N orton, ]936, 1937; 
Bftfi.os and Wesley, 1953, 1954 ; Wllit , 1961], the 
tran sient propaga tion in a lossy mediu m [Ri chard s, 
1958 ; Keilson nnd Row, 1959 ; Galejs, 1960 ; Wait , 
1960c], and sea Ltc ring by a conducting sphere 
[Stratton, 1941 ; Wait" 195] , 1953, ] 9GOa ] have been 
considered in de tft,il. Additional rderences on the 
subj ect are listed in the above publicaLion s. 

This analysis considers the subsurface field s due 
to a surface wave fi nd due to electric ane! magneLic 
dipole excitations in section 2. The fields scattered 
by the metallic sphere inLo the lossless medium m'e 
computed in severnl steps. In section 3.1 Lhe fields 
scaLtered by the sphere are compu ted as in an infi
nite dissipative m edium, and the sphere is shown to 
act ftS a combination of a horizontal electric and a 
horizontal magnetic dipole. In a semi-infinite dis
sipative medium there will be multiple reflections of 
the fields between the sphere and the in terface or the 
two media. These reflections, which are considered 
in section 3.2 , provide a correction to the equivalent 
electric and magnetic dipole momenLs of the sphere. 
The fields of the equivalent magnetic and electric 
dipoles, which p enetra te in to the lossless medium, 
are comp uted in section 3.3. After establishing an 
overall response to harmonic excitations in section 
4, the transient response is calculated by Fourier 
transform techniques in section 5. 

2. The Incident Wave 
2.1. A Plane Surface Wave 

The magnetic field near the surface of r egion 1 IS 
assumed to be of the form 
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H.~I=H.o (w) exp (-ikx). (1) 
The field components exhibit a suppressed eiwL time 
depend ence . Th e definition of coordin ates is shown 
in flgure 1. In region 2 a comp'ltible solu tion is 
of th e form 

H.~J=H.o (w) exp (-ikx- "I2Z), (2) 
wlt ere 

"I2~ ·b. w!J.o (J (3) 

lc= w .. ,! f O!J.O, (4) 
provided tha t the displacement currents of m eclium 
2 Ilre negligible (Wf < < a) ]!:qwltions (1) IWcl (2) 
approximate th e variation of t he fl1,[, field s of Il dipole 
over a limited range of x. The dim ellsions of r egion 
3 are much smaller than tll e fre e spn,ce wl1,yelcng th 
A= 27r-jk and t he x variation of th e field IIY2 is 
negligible o\-e1' the sphere of radius a. The field 
at x:=:o: O, Z=Zo is 

H.~Hzo)=H.o (w) exp ( - "I2Z0) ' (5) 
T he field variation over the volum e of t he sp here 
can be written as 
H.~Hz) =H. ~~ (zo)e - ~2 (Z-ZO ) :=:o: H. ~~ (zo) [l - "I2(z- zo)] (6) 

if t he l'ILclius of t he sp here a< 8= ·,'2/(w!J.oCJ ) . 

REGION CD 

FIG U RE 1. The three )'egion geometry. 



2.2 . Ne a r Fields of a Vertical Elec tric Dipole 

Fields of dipoles tJ1<Lt fLre located on or n,bove 1l. 

semi-infinite lossy dielectric have been considered 
b,- numerous authors [Sommerfeld , 1949; Stmtton, 
1941 ; Norton, 1936 <lnd 1937]. The 1mal~-sis h<ls 
been uSll1Llly restricted to fields ,tbove or at the 
surface of t he lossy medium. Sources loc<lted in the 
lossy medium arc considercd b~- Bmlos and IVesley 
[1953 and 1954], while arbitnLr~- coordinates of the 
source and of the observation poin t <Ire covered in 
the aJ1fth-sis of Wait [196J]. The results of W ait 
[1961] for th e horizontal electric dipole will b e 
utilized in the present analysis. 

Th e n ear fields of n, vertical electric dipol e (super
script ve) can be obbLined from the results which are 
available for horizon ttLl electric dipoles (superscript 
he) and from r eciprocity rehttions. It ('<Lll be 
shown [vVai t, 1960b] tlHLt the vertical electric field 
of a horizonta.l el ectric dipole E~IB is related to the 
mdial electric field of a vortical electric dipole 
E~~ by 

(7) 

where the angle ¢ is measured from th e axis of the 
horizon tal electric dipole and wh ere the coordinates 
of source and observation point of E~~ are in ter
changed r elative to coordinates of E~ e . Currents of 
the I1E and HE dipoles flow in z' and x directions , 
where the xy z coordinate sys tem is parallel to the 
x'y' z' coordinate sys tem. The radial electric field 
in the lossy medium of a vertical electric dipole of 
moment Ids, which is located in th e lossless mediulll, 
is obtained from (25) and (30) of ' 'Vait [1961] and 
from (7) as 

E~~= 2Ids'Y; ) (l + ikp') (1+ k" Zs ) e- i kp'- "Y2" , (8) 
7UJ p - 'Y2 

wh er e the coordinates of the source are xs, Ys, Z s 

(Z8< 0 ) and where 

p' = " (X - xs)2+ (y _ ys)2= "lx'2+ y l2. (9) 

If the condition 1'Y2P' I » 1 is not strictly satisfied , 
(8) becomes inaccurate Dnd the quasi-static approxi
mations of Wait [1961] should be used ins tead . T h e 
magnetic fiehl in the lossy medium is computed as 

H ,= - 1 (aEp , _ aEz' ) ~ __ 1 aEp ' . (10) 
¢ i wJ.i. . a.:; ' ap' iwJ.i. az' 

Substitutillg (8) into (10) and assuming Zs to b e small , 

H "q5= ;dS'2 (1 + kp' )e- ikp ' - "Y, z' . (11 ) 
~7rp 

The magnetic field at x ~ 0 nd Z= Zo is designated in 
the notation of the preceding section as 

H~e (zo) =H¢~ (zo) (12) 

if Ys= O and xs<O. Over the volume of the sphere 
H ':(z ) exhibits the same variation as H~Hz) in (6). 

2 .3 . Near Fields of a Horizontal Magnetic Dipole 

An expression 1'01' the subsurface H field of a 
horizontal lllagnetjc dipole or of a vertical loop of 
area cla can be derived with the aid of r eciprocity 
relations front the II field of a horizontal electric 
dipole. It Call be r eadily shown that 

(Ida)''''' 
E '""=- iw lI sill A-, 'I-I '/C(A-.= 7r) (13) 

p' ,...0 'I' <I> '+' (Ids)''' 

where the angles ¢' and ¢ ar e Illeasu red 1'rom tb e 
axes or the mag netic and electric dipoles respectively, 
and where the coordinates of source and observation 
point of E'~,;, are interchanged relative to coordinates 
of }l'~e . The superscript hm refers to the horizontal 
magnetic dipole and Lhe superscript he re1'ers to the 
horizontal elect ric dipole. For negligible heights of ' 
the source Zs, a substitution of H ''; of vVait [1961] in 
(13) and of (13) into (10) results in 

where the 'lllgie ¢' is lllea.sured hom the dipole axis. 
Equa,tion (14) is valid under the SHm e conditions as 
(8) . The lllagnetic field H~':' will be ill th e y-direc
tio n at X~ O if Ys= O and x~< O . It will exhibit the 
z-v11ri,ttion of (6) if Z "=' Zoo Equality of (14) with 
the cOlTespollding field compon ent of 11 ver tical ! 

electric (superscript ue) d ipole (11 ) requires for lcp' 
< <1 that 

l'''''da Sill ¢' / p' = I veds . 

3. The Scattered Field 

3.1. Scatte ring by the Sphere in a n Infinite 
Dissipative Medium 

(15) 

T he incident field exhibi ts an exponential z-varia
tion in (6 ), (11 ), or (14), and it lllay b e approxi
m ated by a. plane wave in the vicinity of the sph ere. 
SCILtteri ng of It plane wave by a conducting sph ere 
in ,Lll infinite homogeneous medium has been worked 
Oll tin section 9.25 of Strat tOll [1941 ] and can be applied 
to the presell t problem without formal difficul ties. 
The scat tereel fields ar e cxpr essed as a sum of dipole 
a. nd higher order multipole modes, but only the 
dipole Ill odes are significant, if th e incident field ex
hibi ts only small variations over the volume of the 
sphere (a< O). The 11 = 1 terms (dipole modes) of 
(9.25.4 ) of Str atton [1941] Jlhl~T be written as 

E T 1·WJ.i.OTT ( ):3 ex]) ( - 'Y21") b [1+ 1] '. e 
1 r=- fl y Zo ----.,-- I - sm cos ¢ 

'Y2 ('Y2/') - 'Y2r 
(16) 
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+bl [1 +~+-( 1 )2J} sine{> (18) 
'Y2r 'Y2r 

- bl [1 + ~r J cos e} cos e{> (2 1) 

\ where al and b[ are given by (9.25.10) and Cll) of 
Stratton [1941]. If 1'Y2al < < 1 !lnd Ilc> > Il, al and hI 
are approximated by 

where 'Y3=.,jiwf.lllc and where the las t term of (23) 
is usually negligible. In the limit of a highly con
ducting small sphere these approximaLions r esult in 

(24) 

The fi eld components proportional to bl arc identical 
to those of a ~-directed electric dipole [Stratton, 1941 ; 
Wait, 1960a] of a dipole moment 

Id~= 67rExC zo) bl (1l2+iw~2)h~ 

(25) 

The field components proportional al are identical to 
those of an 'I)-directed magnetic dipole [Wait, 1960a] 
of a dipole moment 

(26) 

The electric dipole moment Id~ of (25) can be attrib
uted to the inciden t electric field , while the magnetic 
dipole moment KdT) of (26) is thought to be caused 
by the incident magnetic field [Wait, 1950] . This 
separation of the effects of the electric and magnetic 
fields is particularly useful if the sphere is excited by 
a non-plane wave. 

The expressions (16) to (21) will apply as long as the 
local fields are not perturbed by surface reflections. 

However, the surface reflections must be considered 
when computing the scattered fields in th e vicinity of 
the interface between media 1 and 2. 

3.2. Multiple Reflections Between the Sphere and 
the Surface 

The fi elds in the vicinity of the sph ere may be 
perturbed by surface reflections. If the radius of 
t.he sphere a is small relative to the sk:in depth of the 
dissipative medium o= .,j2/(wf.lOIl) , the effect of these 
second order reflections can be shown to be small. 

The E and H fields of (16) to (21) will be reflected 
dmvnwards from the interface between the media 1 
and 2, but only the field components which leave the 
sphere at an angle e ~7r arrive back into the vicinity 
of the sphere. At this angle E~2=H~2= 0 , the E 
field is in Lhe x dinction and the H field is in the y 
direction. H 1"12 1> >k, the field incident from the 
sphere E xi and H Vi and the field r eflected from the 
surface E XT and H YT arc related at the surface by 

(27) 

(28) 

The field componen ts E XT(zo) and IIyT(zo), which are 
reHected from the interface into the vicinity of the 
sphere, may be related to the field component 
E x (zo) and IIy(zo) of the plane wave which excited 
the spbcre originally. Equations (1 7), (18), (20), 
(21), (27), and (28) result in 

E xr(zo):) ( 2 ) 
E x(zo) = 2' exp - 'Y2Z0 

f (b - a r - 1- + - 1_-J+ _ bl- } (29) l I I L2'Y2 'ZO (2'Y2 Z0)2 (2'Y2 Z0)3 

IIyT(zo) 3 (2 ) 
H y(zo) =2' exp - 'Y2Z0 

{ Cbl - a J)[_l + _ 1_2J a l } . (30) 
2'Y2Z0 (2'Y2 Z0) (2'Y2Z0)3 

The ratios (29) and (30) apply also to amplitudes of 
successively higher order reflections in the vicinity 
of the sphere. When accounting for the higher order 
reflections, the net fields incident on the sphere are 
given by 

(31) 

(32) 

The effective dipole moment of the sphere i r elated 
to the total incident fi eld in the same way it was 
related to the held component of the plane wave in 
(25) and (26 ). These effective dipole moments of 
the sph ere arc obtained by subsLituting (3 1) and (32) 
for E x(zo) and H y(zo) in (25 ) and (26 ). The effec
tive dipole moment can be expres ed as 

"" 
Id~=Hy (zo)F. ::22 G~ (33) 

n=O 
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a> 

KdT) = H vCzo) Fm L:: G;;' (34) 
n~O 

where 

(35) 

ce= l (38) 

Cm= 1/2. (39) 

The series (33) and (34) are rapidly convergent for a 
< o=-y'2/h' l, even if the exponential factor of (37) is 
of the order of unity. It follows from section 2.1 
that the variation of the incident field over the 
volume of the sphere may be neglected if a is small 
relative to o. The neglect of mul tiple reflections 
betvveen the sphere and the surface is therefore 
permissible (IGi l« l ), if the field variation is small 
over the volume of the sphere, as it has been assumed 
in deriving the field componen ts of section 3. 1. 

3.3. Fields of the Subsurface Horizontal Electric 
and Magnetic Dipoles 

The fields of a subsurface horizontal electric 
dipole can be obtained from the results of Wait 
[1961]. The time rate of change of the magnetic 
induction is approximated for !'Y2pl> > 1 by 

which is numerically equal to the voltage induced in 
a vertical loop of 1 m2 area. 

The fields i3~m produced in the lossless medium by 
the subsurface horizontal magnetic dipole can be 
related to the subsurface fields of a vertical elec tric 
(superscript ve) and a horizontal electric (superscrip t 
he) dipole that are located in medium 1. It has been 
shown by Galejs [1961] that 

In the above equation the subscrip ts s and r refer to 
source and receiver coordinates r espectively. The 
horizontal magnetic dipole is oriented in the y di
r ection. The unprimed coordinates are defined as in 
figure 1 ; cp' and p' coordinates are defined in a cylin
drical sys tem, centered in that location of th e air-

conductor interface, where the fields of th e subsur
face horizontal magnetic dipole should be detected, 
and with the cp' = 0 direction parallel to the x-axis. 
With H~~(z;= O , z;=zo) given by (11 ), it follows 
from (41 ) that 

(42) 

The electric field E~m is related to H*e by (13) where 
H *e is obtained from (4) , (21) , (22), (27) , and (28) of 
Wait [1961]. This gives 

E~m=2Kd\ .[ (1 + ikp) (l - 'Yz z) - (1 + PZ) [2 + 2ik p 
7r'Y2P l 'Y2 

+ (ilcp) 2] } e - ikP- ~2Z0 cos cp. (43) 

The corresponding time rate of chan ge of the mag
netic induction is 

. oElim oE hm B hm-__ Z _ _ __ p _ 

'" - op oz 

= - KdT) [ 1 + (ikp) +(ikp)2] e-ikp-~2zo cos rf>. (44) 
27r p3 

The combined surface fi elds are obtained by adding 
(40 ) and (44 ). After assuming that the terms pro
portional to (ikp )2 are negligible it follows that 

13", ~ - (KdT)' (l + ilcp)e -ikp-~2zo cos rf>. 
27rp3 

(45) 

The equivalent magnetic dipole moment (KdT) I is 
defuled as 

(KdT)I = KdT) - iWJ..l.o[d~. 
'Y2 

(46) 

After applying (33) to (36), (KdT) ' becomes 

(KdT)/ =_67riwJ..I.01/v(zo) [b1 ± G~- al ± G;;.J. (47) 
'Y2 n~O n~ O 

1£ it is permissible to ignore the multiple reflections 
and to apply the approximation (24), (KdT) ' simpli
fies to 

(48) 

This is three times the magnetic dipole moment in 
(26), which was due to the incident magnetic field 
only. 

4 . Response to a Sinusoidal Signal 

The overall response will be calculated for excita
tions by a plane surface wave, by vertical electric 
and horizontal magnetic dipoles. For a plane surface 
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wave (superscript pi) excitation (5), (22), (23), (45), 
and (47) give 

B~l= 0 3 ,..0 [1 +ilcp] 6 Fn e- tkp-2'Yt ZO cos ¢ . II (w) a3i wlI [ <D ] 
p n=O 

(49) 

where the II voctor of the plane wave is in the 
y-direction a nd the p and rf> coordinates of the obser
vation point are arbitrary. For a vertical electric 

. dipole excitation (11 ), (22), (23), (45), and (47) 
" result in 

I jJ ve=I(w)dsa3iwfJ-O [1 + 9 ilc ] [~' F ] e -2tkp-2'Y2Z0 
</> 25 -PL....l n , 

7rp n=O 

(50) 

where both the dipole and the observation point al'e 
located at the same point in the y = O plane. For a 
horizontal magnetic dipole (or a vertical loop of aroa 
da) exeitation (14), (22), (23), (45), and (47) result in 

B~m I (w);aa:iwfJ-o [1 + 2ilcp] [~ Ji,,,l e-2ikp - 2'Y2Z0. 

7r p n=O ..J 
(51) 

where Gt with i = e 01' m is defined by (37) to (39). 
The summation over n may be approximated by 3 
when neglecting multiple refleetions between the 
small sized, highly conducting sphere and the inter
face between modia 1 and 2. The attenuation a 

(in db) of B~ (z=zo) relative to 13</>(z= O), which is 
due to the exponential factors in (49 ) to (51) is 
given by 

a= 20 log lo le- 2'Y2Zol 
= 8.68 X 2 ¥. 

The above B </> figures are related in the same way 
as the surface fields I-Io(w), I-I~e and I-I~m of (5), (11) , 
and (14). The magnitude of the leading term of 
(5 1) may be written as 

lB' hm' 3J(w)da a3 (2 20) 
<I> I = 7r p6U f? exp - b . (55) 

In a numerical example, the magnitude of R~m 
will be calculated using the following paraIllf~ ters: 
a= 2.5 m , 0= 25 m, zo= 12.5 m, p= 102 m , u= 1O -3 
mho/m (dry ground), and I (w) da = 106 Am2• It 
follows that I B ~'''I = 9 X lO- 6 V/m2. 

The response of the buried sph eres mny be simply 
related to the response of the sph ores in ['reo space. 
The leading term of the near field response of the 
buried sphere in (49), (50), or (5 1) is 0[' Lho form 
IB¢ I=.I1 exp( - 2.80/0). '1'Jle r espollse of lhe sn,me 
sphere in free space is IB¢ I= A /m, whore m = 12 for 
id en tical dipole excitn,Lions and m = 6 ir the f01'lner 
sud ace excitation I-Io(w) is applied direcLly to the 
sp here. The increase in the scattering cross section 
of the sphere in the dissipative medium is therefol'e 
sufficient to offset the refraction losses for sufficiently 
sh,l11ow deptlis zoo 

5 . Transient Response 
The overall transient response will be calculated 

for a n impulse-type plan e wave surface excitation 
IIoTo(t) , [or a step or voltage V applied to the elec
tric dipole of capacity C a nd an impulse or current 
I oTo(t) appl ied to t he m agnetic dipole. This results 
wi t il neglected multiple reflecLiOlls in 

B </>( iw) =iwD [1 + iwp+ q( iw) -0 5 

where 

and 

+q2(iw) - 1+ .. .J e-iwh-{i-:;; (56) 

fJq= - ----=-
fJ-o' J.LU eft 

(57) 

, 9 = 2-/;;;zo. (58) 

The constants D , p, ancl h have the following values 
for l he three types or excitatiolls co nsidered: 

Plane wave Electric dipole Magnetic dipole 

D 
lIoT3a3J.<o cos ¢ 3CFdsa3J.<O 3!oTdaa3J.<J 

p:l 211'p ' 211'pG 

}J (pi c) (2p /c) (2p/c) 

It pi c 2pl c 2p/c 

The transient response is calculated with the aiel of 
the Fourier transform pairs (208), (802), (806), a nd 
~801 ) of Campbell and Foster [1948]. This results 
In 

where 
r = t - h (60) 

(61) 

(62) 
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FIGURE 3. Transient Tesponse f or p,e o. 

The response (51) has been plotted in figures 2 and 
3 for several values of the parameters (p /g) and ql' 
The p ~ 0, ql ~ 0 curves differ insignificantly from 
the p~O, ql = O curves, unless ql> > 1. If the terms 
proportional to (p/g) and to ql are negligible, this 
response exhibits a minimum of 

(63) 

for 1/= O. 92, it is zero for Y= 1.5, and it exhibits a 
maXlIl1um 

(64) 

for Ymax= 4.0S. 
The following parameters will be considered by 

the way of a numerical example: a = 2.5 m, Zo= 12.5 m, 
p=100 m, IT = lO-3 mho/m, ITc= 107 mho/m, fJ. /fJ.o= 103, 
and a horizontal magnetic dipole of l oda= 106 A/m2. 

It follows that ql = 2.3X 10- 3 and p /g= O.85. This 
response exhibits a maximum value of Bh~( T) l max 
=430D/g2. This is equal to 64 X 10- 6 V /m2 if 
T = 10- 7 sec. 

6 . Discussion 

In the preceding calculations, the semi-infinite 
lossy medium was assumed to be excited by a plane 

surface wave or by a vertical electric and horizontal 
magnetic dipole that are located in the interface be
tween two media. Modification of the model of 
analysis by buried transmitters and receivers offers 
no further advlLntages. For horizontal distances p " 
much larger than the depth under consideration Zo, 
the transmitted energy propagates above the lossy 
medium and penetrates vertically downward from 
the interface. A horizontal magnetic dipole located 
in the lossy mediwn would be coupled inefficiently 
to the surface wave. (A horizontal electric dipole is 
inefficient when its height above the ground is much 
less than A. Its efficiency is only slightly decreased 
for shallow burial depths Zo, where Zo < o= skin 
depth.) Because of the continuity of the tangential 
H Held across the interface, a vertical pick-up loop 
would be as sensitive below as above the interface. 
A buried receiver would offer advantages only if it 
would be possible to isolate the wave incident from 
the reflecting object on the interface and the wave 
reflected by the interface. However, even this may 
have merits only in the direc t vicinity of the re
flectin g object (zo > p). 
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